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Europe:   A Secular Continent?

Renewed Spirituality: biblical or non-biblical?

Islam?

New spiritualities?

Biblical spirituality?

The reality matrix

Did the 

creation 

have a 

personal or 

impersonal 

origin?

Is 

ultimate 

reality 

finite or 

infinite?

personal

impersonal

finite infinite

Monotheism
One God

Pantheism
everything is God

Atheism
no god(s)

Polytheism
many gods

Babylon
Greece
Rome
Celts

Germans
Vikings...

Judaism
Christianity

(Islam)

Eastern
Hinduism...

New Age

Enlightenment
Rationalism
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   What everyone should know about Islam in Europe

1.Islam’s long history with Europe: a 1300-year relationship
2.Islamism is not a new phenomenon: radical Islam has a 
long pedigree

3.The road to Terror – how the West fed a monster
4.The bloody decade: 9/11, London, Madrid, Amsterdam...
5.Facts & Fiction about Muslims in Europe:
6.Double identity issue:
7.Christian responses to Islam
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3.The road to Terror – how the West fed a monster
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5.Facts & Fiction about Muslims in Europe:

• here to stay
• ‘Eurabia’?
• birth rate

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-3X5hIFXYU
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1.Islam’s long history with Europe: a 1300-year relationship
2.Islamism is not a new phenomenon: radical Islam has a long pedigree
3.The road to Terror – how the West fed a monster

4.The bloody decade: 9/11, London, Madrid, Amsterdam...
5.Facts & Fiction about Muslims in Europe:

• here to stay
• ‘Eurabia’?
• birth rate
• Muslim? how to measure

Something is missing here: 50% of all EU migrants are 
already church members, from Latin America, Africa 
and Asia, and 30% are muslim, according to the Nova 
Research report, Mapping Migration-mapping 
churches' responses. (www.novaresearch.eu). 
Philip Jenkins, in God's Continent, believes Europe's 
pentecostals, charismatics and evangelicals will 
continue to double the number of Muslims for the next 
generation.

1/3 attend mosque once a week
1/3 attend mosque once a year

1/3 never or rarely attend mosque

http://www.novaresearch.eu
http://www.novaresearch.eu
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2.Islamism is not a new phenomenon: radical Islam has a long pedigree
3.The road to Terror – how the West fed a monster
4.The bloody decade: 9/11, London, Madrid, Amsterdam...
5.Facts & Fiction about Muslims in Europe:

6.Double identity issue:
a. for Muslims: who am I?
b. for other Europeans: who are we?
c. Islam defines ‘European’ again? exposing Europe’s spiritual 
poverty
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1.Islam’s long history with Europe: a 1300-year relationship
2.Islamism is not a new phenomenon: radical Islam has a long pedigree
3.The road to Terror – how the West fed a monster
4.The bloody decade: 9/11, London, Madrid, Amsterdam...
5.Facts & Fiction about Muslims in Europe:
6.Double identity issue:

7.Christian responses to Islam
a. The Bible and sojourners
b. sorting out the political, the theological and the personal
c. A Common Word
d. Colin Chapman: Cambridge Paper “Christians responses...”
e. towards a new social covenant and ‘a new we’ - Gert-Jan Segers
f. a personal check list
g. The Imam and the Pastor 
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